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9Claims. (01. 95-2) / 
This invention relates to color photography and 

more particularly to photographic records com 
posed of two or more superposed‘color aspect rec 

' ords in subtractive colors. 
Some of the subtractive coloring matters com 

mercially available-for making color photographs 
_ are deficient because their spectral absorption . 

, bands do not have the shape or location required - 
by the reproduction process in which the are 
employed. Referring for example to three-color 
photography by the imbibition method‘according 
to which color aspect records in subtractive dyes 
are transferred in superposition toa blank ?lm 
from matrix ?lms, many of themavailable cyan 
dyes .do not have suiliciently strong absorption for 

(green absorbing)‘ and vcyan (red absorbing) coi 
', orlng matters. These coloring matters will in 
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15 
light at the far red end of the visible spectrum. ' 
As a consequence of this defect, blue colors may 
.appear too violet in hue and shadows may be ‘ 
either insufficiently dense or too red. > 

It is the main object of the present invention to 
reduce this excessive transmission (or reflectance, 
in the ,case of reproductions intended to be viewed - 
by re?ected light)' ‘of certain‘ spectral ranges by 
photographic color records in'subtractive coloring 
matters. In one aspect, the invention provides an‘ 
improved method for making color photographic 
records of this type using coloring matters of par 
ticular characteristics; in another aspect, the in 
vention provides improved records of this type by 
reproducing the blue aspect in yellow coloring 
matter which absorbs a certain portion of the red 
range of the visible spectrum; in still another 
aspect, the invention provides coloring matter of 
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most instances beldyes, but it'is understood that 
other coloring matters ‘having similar optical 
characteristics may serve the same purpose; there-. 
fore, the term "dye” will herein be'used to denote 
any such coloring matter. . r _ _ 

These three records (in; yellow,’ magnetaJ and 
cyan dyes, respectively) maybe applied tols. single 
gelatin coating by transferring them in exact 
superposition to this coat ' "from three gelatin 
matrices. In this case, the threesubtractive dye 
records practically merge in-the gelatin coating e. 
The subtractive color records may also be pro 

vided in the form of 5090311“ integral packs. In 
this case,‘ three distinct emulsion layers may con 
tain records in yellow, magenta andcyan dyes, 
respectively. ' At the present-time, such records are ' 
preferably produced in theirrespective layers by 
color development processes which, under the con 
trol of developed or‘undeveloped negative ‘or posi 
tive silver halide records, supply dye records in 
‘the subtractive colors, yellow, magenta and cyan. 

‘It is further feasible to combine various methods 
of subtractive color photography, for example by 

’ transferring a yellow dye record to an integral 

this type which has satisfactory transfer prop- , 
erti'es if used to reproduce color aspect records by 

_ the imbibition method. . 

These and ‘other obiects and aspects of the in; 
vention will be. apparent from thefollowing de 

Y scription of a practical embodiment illustrating 
its general characteristics. This description re 
fers to a ‘drawing in which: ' 

Fig. 1 ‘is aschematic'section through a three‘v 
color photographic record: 

' , Pig. 2 is a digrammatic representation of dye 
absorption characteristicsiaccording to the inven 

' .tion; and I 1 > 
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Fig. 3 is a flow diagram explaining. a printing . 
‘method according to the invention. __ 

vAs indicated in Fig. 1, a photographic color rec 
ord of the subtractive type may consist ofa sup 
_port 5, for- example a transparent'Celluloid ?lm, 
end a gelatin coating e‘ carrying three records. 
1/, m and 0,01’ the blue, green and red color aspects 
respectively, which records 'are printed or other 
wise produced in yellow (blue absorbing) , magenta 
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pack emulsion containing the ‘magenta and cyan 
records. , _ - ~ ' 

As mentioned above, the commercially available 
dyes, or the dyes for various reasons preferable for. ' 
this purpose, are de?cient because their absorption‘ 
ranges do not extend over the entire spectral 
range which they should theoretically suppress. 
The cyan dyes are particularly de?cient in this 

- respect since their absorption bands frequently‘ 
‘do not cover the ‘range of longer wave lengths to 
wards the far red end of the visible spectrum, 
which range will herein be ‘referred to as ‘,‘deep ' 

‘II I . - \ 

‘this condition is‘ indicated in Fig. 2. where Ail, ' 
Am‘and Ac are the absorption curves of a set of 
yellow, magenta and cyan dyes. and where An is 
_the combined-or neutral absorption curve. ~It'wil1 
be apparent from this diagram that it will not only 
be very diilicult to obtain neutral black 3 shadows 
of high density-since the usual yellow and ma 
genta dye have essentially no‘ absorption in the 
deep‘ red and even the cyan is deficient in this 
region-but also that the hues of certain colorsin 
the original will be reproducedincorrectly.» A 

' most objectionable result of this'condition is a 

v". 
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tendency “the shadow portions of the reproduc- - 
tion to appear brownish or dull red. 
1 have found that this undesirable transmission Y _ 

oi’ the deep red by‘ certainparts of‘ the pic-. - 



’ we can be-greatlyreducedby providing theyellorw 

"the? 

' records‘. of the‘ color reproductio 
which this new typeof yellow record is to be em- 

record (for Fig. 1); with an additional absorption 
band in the;deep" red'regi'on, the'a'dded absorp@ 
tion maximum being prefcrablyin->the7region»:-.-f 
690-730 millimicrons, either .by ‘using . coloring. 

‘ matter-having this peculiar absorption character 
istic or-by combining coloringmatterslito furnish 

In’ the 'la‘tterinstanceii', nicmeavesconndenmy. 

2,357,024. ' - 

same indlcatedgatxoty 2:" 

“ moreilatitudeinthe‘ selection of'materialsto'w - 'duce' the required result; Ivv found that 'tliemblue, 
- .sndldeep ‘red,- respectively, absorbing-components, 
" (each otiwhich may ‘again "be vcomposed of several 1 

‘ dyes)‘ ofthe-imbibiti'on dye for the blue aspect reta-v : and can be selected so that the ratio ofired .ab-;_ 

- sorbingd'yeto‘ blue absorbing dye in‘tlgegjshadowssafjg 
of the.j“yeliow”~reoord can‘ be madeeither greater 
than, equal to or-les's than theratio' oi'ithe same. 

* dyes in the highlight portions of the'sam'e record. _ 
The particular eilectwhich is most desirableiand-z- - 
the most suitable combination of dyes to produce >_ 
it will depend upon the characteris ics of the other - ’ 

process: with 

Ployed. . 

- It should be .noted in this connection that the 
dye which has an absorption band in- the deep red 
may also ‘have an absorption band in the blue 
region. If it does have an absorption ba‘ndin the 
blue region, it will have the general appearance of 

~~ _ a green or olive colon: Such a dye cannot be added 
to eitherthemagenta or cyan recordabecauseit 
would degradethe'rendition of blue colors, but it 

. .can-be-used to- advantage in theyellow'record. , . 

With reference to Fig. 3', the essential steps 
of an actually used reproduction technic'. incor 
porating the. invention will now be described ‘by 
way of example; In this?gure, My, Mm and Me 

" represent three-gelatin matrices made in- the. 

’ records com 

the ‘two dyes as a’mixture', they couldlbe sepa-. 
ratelyiapplied in consecutive printing operations. 

, ' It will also be understood that theuse or this ' 
,deepred absorbing dye in ‘the picture area might ~ 4' 

> be‘ only fon’e‘o'f several functions which 'thsdye . W ., 

Performs: For-example; in motion pic-f , ture rsoundtfilmvtheqdeep red" absorbing dyemayw 
i~beljemployediifoaf miukinkdrimm-linesrore sound? 
track orifbothfin additionto Y. _ - 

" factor; in’: lilfoducingi improvedflcolor; reproduction ' 
i'nthe picture mat-3%.?“ ‘ ‘ ' " ‘ 

packsjazi'oriexamplqi-the wanes-ems ‘ com 
. .peiisatingi-ifunction .- 1s_..fs1mttea “will-t be; developed ‘I ~ . 
" vto produc'e'..ai._ dye image having- the¢.desired‘ab-" ' ‘ ' 
ysorptlon,‘v for“ example by - initially , incorporating . 
iinfthe blue-aspect layer or-in its ‘developing solu 
tion two color formers which, as‘the development 
of the silver record proceeds, produce a record 
in two, ‘dyes; one absorbing mainly the blue and 
\the-other'the deep red spectral region. 1 

' '. It should be understood that the present dis 
closure is for ‘the purpose of illustration only'and ' 
that this invention includes-all modifications and 
equivalents which fall within‘ the scope of the 
appended claims. _ 

I claim: ' 
1. In the art or making ‘colored photographic 

d of superposed records of the 
blue, green and red color aspects'in the sub-‘ 

F tractive ,coloring matters yellow, magenta and 
‘cyan, the cyan coloring matter nothaving suiii- - 

; ci'ently strong absorption forlight atthe far redv 

40' 
conventional'manner by exposing three matrix‘ ._ 
?lms through their supports'to three‘colorsepa 
ration ‘records, hardening the gelatin coextensive‘ " 

' ‘with the exposed“ silver halide and. removing the 
unexposed" portions. ‘The gelatin of these relief 
matrices is loaded with “the appropriate dyes,‘ 
the cylmfprinting-matrix with conventional cyan 
dye' having itsmaximum absorption of about 650 

- millimicron's, ‘the magenta printing ‘matrix with 
dye having its maximum absorptionat- about 535v 

- millimicrons, and the yellow printing matrix with 
dye from an aqueous solution having the'follow 
ing composition;_'- I - . ~ . 

- gallant PapefiYellow km?) (0.1." 

This dye mixture has the-desired characteristic 
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3.0 1. 

364) ______ -_n, _________ _'_'.'__-grams/liter.._, 3.0 

'Naphthol GreenJB Conc. .(DuP) (10-11,‘ - 
5) ' ~ ‘ , gram/liter__1 1.0 ' 

Glacial acetic acid.-...... _____ _;__’_per cent_»_ 

of providing. absorption maxima in the blue and" 
‘ deep red'spectralregions, and the dyes transfer 
in such a waythat relatively more green'is-presa 
ent in the ‘shadows than in‘ the highlights of the; - 

- yellowv record.‘ - ' 

These three matrices. are then consecutively.‘ 
in exacts-register,‘ brought into contact with the, _ 
gelatin‘ layer of the positive ,blanlr ?lm P. prof 

I ducing. therein-a. three'ecol‘or; record 'in' subtr'ac- ‘ 
tive dyes, with-thetransmissionof the-deep red 

_ region reduced‘ to a degree essentially eliminating - 
theabove-mentloned disadvantages and yet not 

- unfavorably disturbing the general color‘ rendi 
tion. ' , 

‘It will be understood that, instead. of applying 75 

end " of. .the ', spectrum. and .thus causing a pre 
ponderance of red in the finished record; the 
method comprising printing said records magenta 
and cyan in registered superposition by‘ dye trans 
far from matrices,iand similarlyp'rinting the rec; 
0rd yellowima mixture off'two dyeco'mponents; I 7 
one component absorbingthejblue spectral irange ,_ , 
and thej-othergcomponent the deepfred range 
and-the ratioiof said two components present 

' in .all densities of the record being approximately j 
. constant, in amount- suiilcient substantially to _ 
reduce‘ said-preponderance of red in the ?nished - 
record: 4 _ - _ _- " 

making colored‘ photographic - , 
records comprised'of superposed records of the ' . 
blue, ‘green and, red color ' aspects in; the 'sub- ~ 

2.~_In the art of 

tractive coloring matters yellow, magenta and 
cyan, the cyan coloring matter not having suf?- > 
ciently strong absorption for light at ‘the far red 
end or the spectrum and thus causing a pre 
ponderance of red in theilnished record, the 
method comprising printing said records ma 
gents and cyan in registered"superposition by 
dye transfer from‘ matricesgand similarly‘prlnt 
~ing the recordyellow in‘ a” mixture’ of two dye . 
componentapne componentwabsorbing the blue . 

~ spectral-range and the other component the deep ' 
range,.relatiyely-more of the deep red~ ab 

sorbing'component ~being presentin the blah‘ 
lights than in: the shadows; of the blue? aspect 
record, ‘in amount sufllcient substantially toil-e 
ducei ; said "preponderance of . ‘red in. the ?nished 
recordrf . 

blue, green and ‘196.0010!’ aspectsiinthe'sub 
tractive ‘coloring matters ‘yellow, magenta and,‘ 
cyan. the-cyan coloringmatter not having sum 
ciently strong absorption for lightat the far red 

lt‘l-will'ib'exzflli‘ther understood-that‘ the inyens _tion=.'can,~.bezffanalogo_ ' uslyapplied other. W " ' ' 

"M‘sqbm?We:cdO’eIQProduc?mtptm .. In‘ -. 
1 theymstanceabféioolorsdeuelopediintegral ,mono. '1 ~ - 

' 3; In theartnof‘making_colored..photographic ' 
records comprised of superposed, records of the e 
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absorption maximum in said deep red-spectral‘ end of the spectrum and thus'causing a prepon 
, derance-of red in the ?nished record, the method 
comprising printing said recordsmagenta and 
cyan' in registered superpositionby'dye transfer 
from matrices, and similarly printing the record 
yellow in a mixtureoi two dye components, one 
component absorbing the blue spectral range and 
the other component the deep red, range, rela 
tively less; of the deep red absorbing component 

- being present in [the highlights than in the shad 
ows of the'biue aspect record, in' amount su'?l 
cient substantially to reduce said preponderance 
otvred in the ?nished record. ' , 

4. A colored photographic record, comprising a 
' support carrying in registered superposition two 

records absorbing the green and red spectral 
ranges respectively and transmitting the: deep 
red spectral range, and a third record having 
an absorption maximum in the ‘blue spectral 
range and another absorption maximum in ‘said 
deep red spectral range, whereby the third rec-, 
0rd has maximum absorption‘at opposite ends ’ - 
or, the spectrum and theabsorption- or the_ ?rst 

. two records vis con?ned substantially to'inter 
mediate ranges. ‘ ~ . 

5.; A colored photographic record comprising a 
support carrying in registered superposition two 
‘records absorbing the green ‘and red spectral 
ranges respectively and transmitting the'deep 

. red spectral range, and a third record compris 
ing two dye components, one component having 
an absorption maximum in the blue spectral 
range and ‘the other dye component having an - 

range, whereby the third record has- maximum 
absorption at opposite ends of the spectrum and 
the absorption of the ?rst two records is con?ned 

6 substantiallytointermediate ranges.‘ v . 

6. A colored photographic record according- to‘v 
claim 5 further, characterized in that the ratio 
of the first component to‘ the second‘component 
is greater in the high lights than in the shadows. 

l0 7. A’ colored photographic record according to - 
claim 4 further characterized in that said third‘ 

' record comprises naphthol green dye. I 
8. A colored photographic record according to 

/ claim '4 further characterized in that said third 
15 record comprises brilliant yellow dye and naph 

thol green dye; ,. 
'9. In the art 01 making colored photographic 

records comprised ‘of superposed records of the’ 
blue, green and red color aspects in the subtrac 

20 tive coloring matters yellow, magenta and cyan, 
the cyan coloring matter not having su?iciently .. 
strong absorption for light'at the far red end of 
the spectrum and thus causing a preponderance 
ofred in the ?nished record, the method com 

g5‘tprisingyprinting said records magenta and cyan 
"in registered superposition by dye transfer from 
matrices, and similarly printing the record yel 
low in atmixture of ‘two dye components, one 
‘component absorbing the blue spectral range and 

30 the other component the deep red ' range in 
_ amount su?icient substantially, to reduce- said _» 
preponderance 01 red in the ?nished record. 
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